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Abstract. Determination of reliable crystallization ages by
K-Ar methods for young (<1 Ma), fresh basalts from the
seafloor has been frustrated by several effects. The small

23øTh/232Th
duringthe last 200 ka for thesesegments.

However, other ridge segments (e.g., East Pacific Rise,
9ø30'N, Langmuir et al., 1986) show considerablevariation in
amounts
of radiogenic
4øArdeveloped
overthesetimescales
in melt compositionsand this assumptionneeds to be carefully
such 10w-K rocks are difficult to resolve from predominantly evaluatedfor each samplesuite.
atmospheric
4øAr.An additional
concern
is thatmantle-derived Conventional K-Ar dating using the Cassignol technique
4øArmaynot be totallyoutgassed
whenmagmas
quenchat (Gillot and Cornette, 1986) has provided precise dating of
seafloorhydrostaticpressures.We have developeda successful very young (>10 ka) subaerial, K-rich volcanic rocks. This
strategy for partially separatingatmosphericfrom radiogenic techniqueemploys an essentiallydynamic mode of comparing
4øArin 4øAr-39Ar
incremental
heatingexperiments
on mid- a standard (atmospheric) reservoir composition with the
sample
Ar composition.
Amounts
of radiogenic
4øArassmall
ocean ridge basalts, from the East Pacific Rise near the
as ~0.1% of the total 4øAr can be detected. A Juan de Fuca
Clipperton Fracture Zone. Pre-heating samples to 400øC

removes
surficialatmospheric
4øAr,whilesubsequent
heating basalt of estimatedage 350-440 ka yielded a measuredage of
at 600ø-1000øC producesfavorable proportionsof radiogenic

474 + 78 ka (Karsten et al., 1990). However, because of the

4øAr.Experiments
using"zero-age"
glassyandholocrystallinelarge sample sizesrequired (5-10 g) this procedurehas limited
samples
showthatmantle-derived
4øAris retained
onlyin the application.
This paper reports the first successfulapplication of the

outermostfew cm of rapidly cooled pillow basalts.

4øAr-39Ar
incremental
heating
method
to datingof MORB. We
Introduction

Detailed, quantitative understanding of magmatic and
tectonic processesof crustal accretionat mid-oceanspreading
ridges requires accurate and precise radiometric age
determinations for young (<1 Ma) mid-ocean ridge basalts
(MORB). Until very recently, however, no direct dating
methods have promised much success. With increased
capability to map the bathymetry, image deeper structuresof
spreadingridges, and collect well-located samplesby precise
dredging, submersible, and bare-rock drilling, reliable and
generally applicable dating methods have become a top
priority.
The most promising radiometric methods for direct dating
of MORB are K-Ar and U-decay series systems(Batiza et al.,
1988). Additional methods include thermoluminescence(TL)
and fission track dating of basalts. However, TL studies of
feldspar and MORB glass have not found measurablesignals
(Karsten et al., 1990), while fission track dating is severely
limited by very low U-contentsof MORB glassesand track
fading over geologic time.
Goldstein et al. (1989) have demonstratedU-Th isotopic
disequilibriumfor MORB glassesnear the Juande Fuca, Gorda
and Endeavour Ridges implying ages between 0 and 350 ka.
Ages calculated from these data (assuming constant initial

have tested this method with a geologically-controlledsuite of
basaltic samples from the axial spreading center out to the
Brunhes-Matuyama magnetic polarity boundary at the East
Pacific Rise near the Clipperton Fracture Zone. Previous
difficulties in dating MORB by K-Ar methodscan be largely

overcomeby applying4øAr-39Arincrementalheating
techniquesto suitable samplesusing the new generation of
high sensitivity rare gas mass spectrometersand ultra-clean
Ar-extraction systems.

4øAr-39Ar
IncrementalHeatingMethodology
Historically the radiometric method of choice for directly
determining crystallization ages of volcanic rocks is K-Ar
geochronology (Dalrymple and Lanphere, 1969). This is
because K is a common (if minor) element in all volcanic
rocks, analytical methods are well tested, and measurements
can be made to analyticaluncertaintiesof <1%. K-Ar dating of
young MORB has been unsuccessful,however, becauseof 1)

thelowK-contents
of MORBandsmalldecayconstant
for4øK
(5.543x10
-•øyr'•),and2) theretention
of mantle-derived,
nonatmospheric
4øAr(sometimes
called"excess"
or "inherited").
The first condition means that only very small amounts of

radiogenic
4øArwill begenerated
in periods
of interest
(104to
106yr); thesecond
condition
means
thattheinitial4øAr/36Ar

23øTh/232Th
foreachridgesegment)
increase
withdistance
from isotopic composition of the sample may be greater than the
the axis of spreading. The consist6ncyof these ages with
those predicted from spreading rates based on magnetic
anomalies supports the assumption of uniform initial

atmosphericratio (in the caseof quenched,glassyMORB) and,
assumingan atmosphericinitial ratio as in conventionalK-Ar
dating, an erroneouslyold age is calculated.
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In the4øAr-39Ar
methodof K-Ar dating,geologic
samples
areirradiated
withfastneutrons
toinduce
thereaction
39K(n,p)
39Ar(Dalrymple
et al., 1981a).Theageof thesamples
is then
calculated
fromthe4øAr/39Ar
ratioafterappropriate
corrections
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for interfering Ar isotopesfrom other neutron reactionswith
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Ca and K, and subtractionof the atmosphericcontributionto
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volume argon extraction systemsallow much smaller samples

total 4øAr. The main advantageof this methodover (1 to 200 mg) to be analyzed. Our mass spectrometer(Mass
conventionalK-Ar dating is in the ability to incrementally Analyser Products model MAP 215-50) is a 90 ø sector
heat samples to examine the isotopic composition of Ar
direction-focusinginstrument with a radius of 15 cm and a
diffusing from mineralsor rocks as a functionof temperature. Nier-type source. It employs an electron multiplier for
Thus,it is possible
to separate
thecontributions
to total4øAr increasedsensitivityand electrostaticanalyzer with adjustable
frominherited
4øAr(mantle-derived
andquenched
in glassor collector slit for resolution (~600) of Ar peaks from small
vesiclesat high hydrostaticpressures),
radiogenic4øAr hydrocarbonpeaks (m/z near 36 and 39). The total volume of
accumulated
sincecrystallization,
andatmospheric
4øArby the mass spectrometeris 1500 cc.
We have assembledan all-metal (stainless steel) extraction
taking advantage of the variable Ar-diffusion rates from
different K sites within volcanic materials.
system (~1000 cc volume), connected directly to the mass
The mantle-derived,
non-atmospheric
4øArcomponent
can spectrometerinlet valve. For incremental heating we use a
be largely avoided by analyzing only the well-crystallized low-blank, double-vacuum resistance furnace. Irradiated
interiors of submarine basalt flows. Dalrymple and Moore
samples, either whole rock mini-cores or Cu-foil wrapped
(1968) showed that this component is present only in the
chips/minerals,are loaded into a sample manifold that feeds
glassy rims of pillow basalts erupted at water depths greater into a Ta-crucible with a Mo-liner. Temperaturesare precisely
than about 1,500 m. The more slowly crystallized pillow
controlledat the bottom of the crucible with a programmable
interiors apparently completely equilibrate their initial Ar
power supply thermocouplesystem.Gas is expandedthrough
the extraction system with a series of bakeable valves, and
compositions with atmosphere (seawater) at the time of
active gases are removed with a series of Zr-V-Fe and Zr-A1
cooling. We have experimentedwith a large (20 cm) pillow
getters. The final cleaned-upAr gas can be concentratedat a
basalt fragment (PH62-1) dredgedfrom the spreadingaxis of
the East Pacific Rise. We cut mini-cores at cm-intervals from
LN2 trap prior to admissionto the massspectrometer.
Ion beam currentsare measuredwith an electron multiplier
the glassy margin into the holocrystalline interior of the
block. We then heated each of the 14 coresin 5-6 temperature at m/z = 35, 36, 37, 38, 39 and 40, and interveningbaselines.
steps,
from400øCto 1400øC
andmeasured
4øAr/36Ar.
In accord Counting times, peak and baseline positions,data acquisition
with previous
results,mantle-derived
4øArwasfoundin the and storage are controlled by microcomputer. Peak decay is
glassy margin but decreasedsmoothly and disappearedwithin typically <10% during an analysisand regressedpeak heights
the outermost3 cm. Cores taken from the deeperinterior gave againsttime follow a first or secondorder polynomial.

uniformlyatmospheric
4øAr/36Ar.
Thus,sampling
for age
determinations

was directed at block interiors

at least 4-5 cm

from margins.

The background
for the massspectrometer
is 1.5 x 10-•8mol
at m/z = 36, 2 x 10-18mol at rn/z = 39, and 1.5 x 10-16mol at
m/z = 40. A typical line blank, which includes running the

Hall andYork (1978)recognized
thatatmospheric
4øAris

resistance
furnaceup to 800øCis 2 x t0'18mol at m/z = 36, 4 x

not homogeneously distributed through basaltic samples.
From incrementalheating experimentson a young (~45 ka)
subaerial basalt they showed that the composition of Ar
releasedat high temperatureswas essentiallyatmospheric.The
lowest temperature step also produced largely atmospheric

t0 -•8 mol at m/z = 39, and 7 x t0 '16 mol at m/z = 40. Mass
discrimination is monitored using zero-age basalts run in the
same way as older samples. Samples are irradiated at the
TRIGA reactor at Oregon State University for 2 hr at 1 MW

4øAr,probably
desorbed
fromsamplesurfaces.
However,
at

mg) of biotite standard FCT-3 biotite spaced at regular
intervals with the basalt mini-cores or foil packets.

temperatures around 700-1000øC significant amounts of

power.39Arproduction
is monitored
withsmallamounts
(~t0

radiogenic
4øArwerereleased.
Thismeans
thatatmospheric
and
radiogenic
4øArcanbe effectively
separated
andmoreprecise
agescan be measuredfrom the radiogenicsteps,comparedwith
whole rock total fusion ages. More recently, Pringle et al.
(1992) have used a similar incremental heating method to

Initial

depositsfrom the Taupo province(New Zealand).
We have repeatedthe Hall and York (1978) experimentfor a
young (--340 ka), subaerial basalt from the SoutheastRift
Zone of Iceland. The K-content (0.90%K) is somewhatabove
the normal MORB range, and the texture is fine-grained and
holocrystalline. The same Ar-release pattern developed:

ages are well-determined by conventional K-Ar methods.
SampleBB-6 is a Quaternaryalkali basalt (1.7% K20) whose
reportedage is 441 + 13 ka (n = 16)(Jageret al., 1985). Our
own K-Ar laboratory measurementof its age is 448 + 10 ka
(n=4). An 8-step incrementalheating of 0.2 g of BB-6 basalt
produceda weighted mean of plateau stepsof 422 + 12 ka, in
agreement with the K-Ar measurements. We have also
investigateda suite of stratigraphicallywell-describedbasaltic

Results

We havefirst usedthe 4øAr-39Arincrementalheating
increase
radiogenic
4øAryieldsin Quaternary
volcanic
ash procedureto analyze several subaerially-eruptedbasaltswhose

largelyatmospheric
4øArat hightemperatures
(>1200øC),
which we can ascribe mostly to outgassing of the heating
furnace, and at low temperatures(<600øC), but significantly

lava flows from the eastern neovolcanic zone of Iceland,

moreradiogenic
4øArreleased
in between.The 900øCstep which produceagesfrom 40 to 800 ka.
Ourinitialeffortto extend
the4øAr-39Ar
incremental
heating
yielded70-80%radiogenic
4øAr.Hence,theprecision
onthe
900øC step age improvedto + 1-2% (Is) over the whole rock
age, + 11% (Is). These resultspoint the way to an analytical

strategy
for maximizing
theradiogenic
4øArcomponent
by
abbreviated step-heating experiments.
The Hall and York (1978) experiment was achievedwith a
10 g sample, while our experiment required 0.2 g. Recent
improvements in the sensitivity and resolution of mass
spectrometers,and the development of ultra-clean, small

procedureto datingyoungoceanfloor basaltshas focusedon a
suite of samples from the East Pacific Rise (9ø30'N to
11ø20'N). Pillow basaltfragmentswere dredgedfrom the ocean
floor along three morphologically distinct flow-lines,
perpendicularto spreadingsegments,from the axial spreading
center out to the Brunhes-Matuyamaboundaryon both sidesof
the ridge, at roughly 2 km spacing (Phoenix-02 cruise of the
R/V Melville, R. Batiza, chief scientist).
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Table1.4øAr-39Ar
Incremental
HeatingAgeDeterminations
forBasalts
fromtheEastPacificRise(9ø30'N to 11o20'N)

Sample

No.

Distance 'Modei %K20

from Axis

1000

(ka, + 1 s)

(kin,
PH62-1

0.0

PH103-1

0.0

1929

1200

Age

Age (ka)
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800

0

0. i9

5

0.19

-112 + 122

PH92-2 11.6

208

0.50 293
+417

PH90-3

15.6

295

0.55

195 + 71

PH90-4

15.6

295

0.12

201 + 48
341 + 23

-16.0

304

1.06

20.9

427

0.28

•

.• 600
•
<•

400

313 + 26

PH117-2
PH49-2

348 + 35
385 + 19

2OO

446 + 54

0

423 + 96
PH39-2

-31.9

585

0.15

538 + 48

-200

574 + 51
PH78-7

28.0

509

0.40

599 + 84

PH19-4

39.8

780

0.18

780 + 39
745 q- 28

PH124-1

-41.2

800

0.22

ß B-MBoundary 1•
ß

-60

i

-40

ß

i

-20

ß

i

I
ß

0

i

20

ß

i

ß

40

60

Distance from EPR axis (km)

946 + 77
752 + 42 •

We first attempted dating basalts collected near the
Brunhes-Matuyamamagnetic boundarybecauseof the age tie
with the magnetic reversal timescale (780 ka; Baksi et al.,

Figure2. Radiometric
agesmeasured
by 4øAr-39Ar
incremental heating experiments plotted against
distance from the East Pacific Rise. In general,
sample ages are concordantwith those expectedfrom
location and the spreading rate, or interpolation
between the Brunhes-Matuyama boundary and the
spreading axis.

!992)andgreatest
expected
accumulation
of radiogenic
4øAr
within this sample suite. Basalts PH19-4 and PH124-1 are NMORB that producedmeasuredages(780 + 39; 745 + 28 ka and
946 + 77; 752 + 42 ka) close to the expected crystallization

ages(Table 1).These,and youngersamples,showtypical Ar
release patterns (Figure 1), similar to those based on
incremental heating of subaerial basalts. In these cases the

rate, Carbotte and Macdonald, 1992). Sample PH103-1,
collected from the spreadingaxis, gave a measuredage within
analytical uncertainty of zero ka.
There is considerable minor and incompatible element
variability among the basaltseruptedin the 9ø 30'N segment,
leading Perfit et al. (1993) to speculatethat eruptions have
occurred over a broad crestal region from small, isolated
magma bodies, as well as from the axial summit caldera.

800øto 1000øC
stepagescontain
muchof thesample
39Arand
proportions
of radiogenic
4øAr(5 to 10%)aremaximized.
Step
et al. (1994)havemeasured
238U-23øTh
and235U-231pa
agesfor thismiddle-temperature
portion
of the39Arrelease Goldstein
spectra are concordant and dominate the weighted mean
estimatesof crystallization ages.
We plot measured ages against distance from the EPR
spreading axis in Figure 2. In general, ages match those
estimatedfrom the long-term spreadingrate (55 km/m.y. half
1000.0

800.0

348 + 35 ka
r0

600.0

c•

4oo.o

6000

v

1000
o

800 ø

1300.
ø,

200.0

disequilibrium ages for basaltic glassesfrom the 9ø 30' N
segment, and found that some are younger (by up to 70 ka)
than ages inferred from eruption at the spreadingaxis and so
imply eruption "off-axis", over a -8 km wide crestal plateau.
In contrast, Niu and Batiza (1993) report ridge-symmetric
compositional patterns (e.g., FeO, K20, Mg-number) for the
three segments,which they claim reflects eruption within a
very narrow neovolcanic zone with long term (300-600 ka)
changes in the balance between magma supply and crustal
cooling. Some of the basaltswe have analyzed (e.g., PH92-2,
PH90-3 and PHl17-2, from the 11ø 20'N segment) are
relatively K-rich and Ti-rich and might, from compositional
considerations, be possible off-axis eruptions from evolved
(low magma supply) chambers. However, only PH90-3
producedan age younger (by 120 + 50 ka) than expected,and
thus eruptedOutsidethe axial zone onto older crust;the age of
PH92-2 is poorly resolvedbut that of PH117-2 placesit at the
present position of the ridge axis at -370 ka. Clearly, the

significance
of "off-axis"
eruptions
to crustal
accretion
at the
o.o

10
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40

50

60

70

80

90

% 39Ar released

Figure1. Age spectrum
for incremental
heatingof
submarine basalt PH117-2

from the East Pacific Rise

100

EPR may vary from segmentto segment.

Table 1 listsaboutone-halfof the wholerocksamples
we
havetriedto date.The o•hersyieldedno usefulresultsbecause

largeamounts
of atmospheric
4øArswamped
radiogenic
4øArat
all temperature steps. This was apparent in the large

concentrations
of total4OAr.Thisproblem
doesnotappearto

(9 ø 30'N to 11ø 20'N). Largely atmospheric Ar
outgassedat low and high temperatures,while higher

be a function of K-content, as both high and low-K basalts

proportions
of radiogenic
4øArwerereleased
at 800+

give goodresults.Instead,atmospheric
4øAris probably

200øC.

related to rock texture (crystallinity, micro-vesicles) or

1930
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incipient alteration (hydration fronts). If so, separating a
mineral phase such as plagioclase feldspar for dating would
make sense. Unfortunately, less than 10% of the dredged

basaltscontain separablefeldspar. So, while some of these
samples might be dated using feldspar, this will not be
possiblefor the majority of MORB. Another considerationis
that plagioclase feldspar in MORB usually containsless K
than the whole rock, so the optimummaterialfor dating (if the

atmospheric
4øArproblem
canbeovercome
bycrushing)
isthe
fine-grained rock matrix.
Conclusions

Our initial results indicate that it is possible to measure
crystallizationages for MORB in the age range 0.2 to 1.0 Ma
with +_10%(ls) uncertainty(Table 1). We believe that this is a

significant
achievement
andconfirms
theutilityof the4øAr39Arincremental
heatingmethodfor datingyoungvolcanic
rocks. We have not, however, attemptedto date many samples
less than 350 ka, where correlation with U-Th disequilibrium
agescan be tested.This is certainly a high priority and will be
done with the new EPR samplesuite.
Successfulintercalibrationand concordantageswill produce
confidencein both of thesemethodswhich cover different age
ranges, and so are complementary. Routine, reliable absolute
radiometric dating by these methods will provide time scales
for Brunhes-age volcanic and tectonic processes in the
neovolcanic zones of spreadingridges. Some of the obvious
applications will be to quantify periodicities and rates of
magma supply, fractionation, and eruption, the timing of rift
propagationevents, definition of the width of the accretionary
zone, the temporal persistenceof axial magmatic units, and
the age relationsof near-ridgeseamounts.
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